mr. 24

Comfortable leathercovered headrest
and pleasantly soft
upholstery, chromed
support; height can
be adjusted by 50 mm.

The backrest can be tilted
by up to 32 degrees and
is lockable in virtually any
intermediate position.
The generously sized upholstery comes, just like
the seat, with all-round
edge protection.

Easy-care multifunctional
headrest with textured
imitation leather cover,
black powder-coated
support; tilt and height
can be adjusted by 50 mm.

Extremely robust armrests, optionally leathercovered. Lockable in every
position; easy adjustment
of height (110 mm),
depth (80 mm) and width
(2 x 50 mm inwards and
outwards to regulate the
available sitting width)
without tools.
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Sedus mr. 24

Sturdy and comfortable
upholstery with raised
stitching for optimal
pressure distribution,
all-round frame made of
PUR to protect the edge
of the upholstered seat,
adjustable sliding seat
(400 to 460 mm, or the
larger version at 435 to
495 mm).

Workstations which are used on a
continuous basis, for example in control rooms, place extreme demands on
office seating. When developing the
Sedus mr. 24 swivel chair, these demands
became reality thanks to perfect ergonomics, exacting quality standards and
maximum robustness.

The height and depth
of the robust Schukra
lumbar support can be
quickly adjusted to suit
any body weight and
size using the perfect
operating elements.

The seat and backrest upholstery is not
only generously sized, but also extremely
sturdy. The adjustment functions are
particularly user-friendly and longlasting. Even for users weighing up
to 200 kg, Sedus mr. 24 is the perfect
choice for use right round the clock.

Swivel chair with
high backrest

Swivel chair with
height-adjustable
headrest

Swivel chair with
adjustable multifunctional headrest

The Tec fabric is ideal for the upholstery
since it is non-wearing and extremely
resilient. The chair is also available in
the crêpe and leather collections.
“Similar” mechanism
The mechanism provides synchronous
movement of the seat and backrest
with the body, individually adjustable
backrest pressure, perfectly balanced
force distribution due to the use of
mechanical springing, and a particularly large opening angle of up to
32 degrees.
Seat height adjustment
The Sedo-Lift mechanism provides
excellent suspension and includes a
telescopic tube that protects against
dirt particles.
Visual features
10 shades of leather, 8 colours of
Tec fabric, 12 colours of crêpe fabric,
3 five-star base designs
(chromed, polished, black),
Castors with 65 mm diameter
Sedus mr. 24 satisfies the following
demands:
- Certificate of Safety Approval
- Certificate of Ergonomics Approval
- British Standard 24h
- Quality Office
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